
HOW TO CHOOSE A NAIL GUN 

FOR YOUR PROJECT 
Pneumatic nailers are an incredible expansion to an apparatus stockpile; they 

accelerate an occupation, drive nails into difficult to-achieve zones, and drive littler 

nails without bowing or breaking them. How would you pick a pneumatic nailer for 

your undertaking? To enable you to choose, we take a gander at the principle 

pneumatic nailers property holders use:  

Confining Nailer  

A confining nailer is utilized for bigger ventures, for example, fencing, deck building, 

rooftop sheathing, sub-flooring, and (obviously) encircling. Encircling pneumatic 

nailers drive a portion of the bigger measure nails, from around .113" to .131" in 

width with lengths from 1-1/4" long to 3-1/2". Encircling pneumatic nailers are 

likewise magnificent for tasks including mortar, as hand pounding can split and 

relax mortar.  

A case of a surrounding nailer, the Paslode Power Master Plus Pneumatic Nailer  

Completion Nailer  

A completion nailer is an adaptable device, and drives either 15-or 16-check nails. 

They are utilized for littler activities than encircling nails, for example, crown 

shaping, baseboards, cupboards, seat rails, enriching trim, millwork, and hardwood 

flooring. Completion nails are solid enough to hold these bigger pieces, yet little 

enough that they can be puttied over for the completed item.  

Brad Nailer  

A brad nailer drives considerably littler, 18-check brad nails,. Brad nailers are 

utilized for littler trim, for which bigger nails may part the wood. Utilizing a sledge 

to drive brad nails can be baffling because of their ultra-meager pins that can twist 

effectively. This is the reason a pneumatic nailer is great when chipping away at a 

progressing venture.  



Gas-fueled Nail Guns  

Gas-controlled pneumatic nailers utilize a power device with a battery-powered 

battery. This sort of nailer does not require an air blower, hose or rope, which offers 

some accommodation. It's viewed as an all the more expensive approach to control 

a nailer, rather than a pneumatic device.  

Air-Powered or Pneumatic Nailers  

This is the most well known decision for power securing instruments, as it is a 

reasonable, ground-breaking and helpful approach to control your pneumatic 

nailer. This sort of nailer utilizes compacted air to drive nails. On the off chance that 

you pick a pneumatic instrument, ensure that the air prerequisite for the nailer and 

the blower coordinate - guaranteeing your nailer will work legitimately. 
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